
HP Parmley Statement 

I work primarily with video, sound and live performance. Leaning into the space of poetics and humour found in the 
everyday, I collect and collage fragments of daily life (often using my phone for its ability to capture the intimate, im-
mediate and impulsive moments in life) as a way to explore movement and sociality, building new narratives through 
arrangement and composition. The work is led by an intuitive and dreamlike logic, often gravitating towards subtle 
acts of self expression, micro frequencies of resistance and the seemingly banal. 

While I graduated from the Slade School of Art masters programme in 2013, I feel I am in an early stage of my 
career because of a lengthy period of time off. Disenchanted with what I was making, why I was making it and who I 
was making it for led to a four year period of quiet reflection, where I shifted my focus away from the labour of exhi-
bition making and began working in arts journalism as assistant editor of art and sound magazine AQNB.com.

In the last couple years, I have been exploring ways of making that exist as moments of witnessing rather than saying, 
including video portraiture and alternate ways of interviewing ( for example, a collaboration called ‘Art Dates’ with 
The White Pube). I then began creating desktop compsositions I would perform live, which are made up of my ar-
chival footage, field recordings and other collected material. 

In the last year, I began to incorporate my own music into these ‘Desktop Compositions.’ I’m currently producing my 
first audio/visual EP, to be released under my moniker daonna. The project is a Lullaby Album, using the premise 
of ‘music for sleeping’ to float in the complex space of fatigue, merging emotional states of feeling good, feeling bad 
and not feeling much at all. Moving in and out of soft melodies, lazy rhythms and fragments of lyrics hovering with-
out reference, the project meditates on our estranged relationship with emotion, communication and abstract ideas 
around productivity and purpose. 

Exhaustion, inertia, dreaming and other liminal states become a means of accessing a stranger, more hallucinatory 
place - moving beyond words and into vernacular rhythms and sonic vibrations led by a kind of internal logic held in 
a tired world. Using the emotional interior as a way to approach the abstract and incomprehensible demands of life, 
the project’s form will feel like more of an internal unwinding, collapsing the separation between instruction, advice, 
faith, hope, rage and self expression; between the conductor, the hypnotist, the possessed, the dance, the trance, the 
spell, the sleep - an entanglement of ‘selves.’

The EP will be released alongside an upcoming installation and performance in November at London’s Jupiter 
Woods. 

This residency would afford me the opportunity to spend uninterrupted (without having to work) amount of time 
with my EP and it’s accompanying videos, which I would like to film all in Loch Long, as the visuals will be all fo-
cused on water. Because this will be my first serious exhibition, having the time to work through these ideas as well 
as with a community of other artists feels vital. I feel I am at a very serious stage of my career, where this chunk of 
time dedicated to my work will have a tremendous impact. 

Thank you for reading through my statement,

Sincerely,
HP Parmley


